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Abstract

In event argument extraction (EAE), a promis-
ing approach involves jointly encoding text and
argument roles, and performing multiple token
linking operations. This approach further falls
into two categories. One extracts arguments
within a single event, while the other attempts
to extract arguments from multiple events si-
multaneously. However, the former lacks to
leverage cross-event information and the lat-
ter requires tougher predictions with longer
encoded role sequences and extra linking op-
erations. In this paper, we design a novel
separation-and-fusion paradigm to separately
acquire cross-event information and fuse it into
the argument extraction of a target event. Fol-
lowing the paradigm, we propose a novel mul-
tiple token linking model named Sep2F, which
can effectively build event correlations via roles
and preserve the simple linking predictions
of single-event extraction. In particular, we
employ one linking module to extract argu-
ments for the target event and another to ag-
gregate the role information of multiple events.
More importantly, we propose a novel two-fold
fusion module to ensure that the aggregated
cross-event information serves EAE well. We
evaluate our proposed model on sentence-level
and document-level datasets, including ACE05,
RAMS, WikiEvents and MLEE. The extensive
experimental results indicate that our model
outperforms the state-of-the-art EAE models
on all the datasets.

1 Introduction

As a crucial step of event extraction (EE), event
argument extraction (EAE) aims to recognize all ar-
guments and their roles for each event in text. The
recognized arguments can act as structured seman-
tic information and greatly influence various down-
stream tasks (Wen et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2022;
Fung et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023b). Despite the
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Text : The man detonated explosives killing James McDade.  

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade attacker instrument place target.  

Single-event extraction:

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade attacker instrument killer place target victim.  

Multiple-event extraction:

Our separation-and-fusion extraction:

Conflict.Attack (detonated) 

Target: James McDade
Event 2:

Life.Die (killing) 

Victim: James McDade
Event 1:

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade killer place victim.  

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade attacker instrument killer place target victim. 

E1:

E2:

E1/E2:

E1:

E2:

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade killer place victim.  

The man detonated explosives killing James McDade attacker instrument place target.  

Figure 1: Different categories of multiple token linking
models for EAE. E1: Event 1. E2: Event 2. The trigger
words are highlighted in red, the concatenated roles are
in yellow, and the arrows of different colors represent
different linking operations. Note that we only exhibit
one argument of each event for simplification.

impressive advancements in large language mod-
els (LLMs) such as ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022), the
evaluations (Han et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023a; Wei
et al., 2023) indicate that EAE remains challenging.

Recently, significant improvements have been
made in EAE using prompt-based methods by ex-
tractive (Ma et al., 2022; He et al., 2023; Nguyen
et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023b) and generative (Hsu
et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2023)
styles. However, the former is limited by pre-
determined numbers of repeated role slots when
extracting multiple arguments with the same role,
while the latter is weak in accommodating long-
distance argument extraction. Besides, most of
their performance relies on the quality of their de-
signed prompts.

Different from the prompt-based methods, sev-
eral works (Wang et al., 2022; Lou et al., 2023; Liu
et al., 2023a) concatenate input text and argument
roles as a natural language sequence, jointly encode
them, and perform multiple token linking opera-
tions for EAE or universal information extraction.
The direct and parallel linking operations between
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all arguments and roles make extracting multiple
arguments with the same role straightforward, and
promote the interaction among scattered arguments
within the long text. Additionally, they do not need
well-designed prompts. Based on the number of
events extracted at a time, we can further divide
these methods into two categories: single-event
extraction and multiple-event extraction.

The first category of methods (Wang et al., 2022;
Liu et al., 2023a) involves concatenating text and
event-specific roles as input, followed by two link-
ing operations for each event. As shown in Figure 1,
the argument “James McDade" plays different roles
in both the “Life.Die" and “Conflict.Attack" events
and is extracted separately. Though single-event
extraction facilitates simple linking predictions, it
ignores the significant correlations across differ-
ent events (Zeng et al., 2022; He et al., 2023; Li
et al., 2023b). The second category (Lou et al.,
2023) attempts to extract arguments of multiple
events simultaneously. Nevertheless, two issues
come with this multiple-event extraction. First,
the roles concatenated with the input text are no
longer of a single event but instead of all involved
events, making it more challenging to choose cor-
rect roles for arguments via link predictions. Sec-
ond, compared with single-event extraction, two
extra linking operations are needed to determine
which event (trigger) the extracted arguments and
corresponding roles belong to. As a result, they
may accumulate more errors during the predic-
tion process. Figure 1 demonstrates that to ex-
tract the argument “James McDade" from both the
“Life.Die" and “Conflict.Attack" events simultane-
ously, the extra trigger-argument and trigger-role
linking operations are essential.

To leverage both merits of the above two cat-
egories, we design a novel separation-and-fusion
paradigm by (1) separating the cross-event infor-
mation acquisition and the EAE process and (2)
fusing the acquired cross-event information into
EAE. Therefore, the final EAE can simultaneously
preserve the simple linking predictions of single-
event extraction and leverage the cross-event clues
like multiple-event extraction. Figure 1 illustrates
the paradigm. The middle part is separated from
the EAE process and acquires cross-event infor-
mation via trigger-role linkings. The upward and
downward arrows denote the cross-event informa-
tion fusion.

Following the paradigm, we propose a novel
multiple token linking model with Separate ac-

quisition of cross-event information and Two-fold
Fusion for EAE, named Sep2F. To separate the
cross-event information acquisition and the argu-
ment extraction process, we design two multiple
token linking modules. Specifically, we introduce
one linking module to bridge each event trigger
and its co-occurred roles for multiple events. Thus,
the representations of different event triggers aggre-
gate their co-occurred roles in parallel and provide
critical cross-event information. Simultaneously,
we employ another linking module to extract argu-
ments for a target event. It performs two linking
operations to obtain the argument spans and corre-
sponding roles. More importantly, we propose a
novel two-fold fusion module to effectively fuse the
acquired cross-event information into the argument
extraction for the target event. In details, we first
dynamically fuse the text representations from the
above two linking modules. Then, we utilize the
fused text representations to obtain cross-module
token linking scores. The linking scores are further
fused into the final prediction scores. These two
sequential fusions affect each other and deliver sig-
nificant performance contributions. We summarize
our main contributions as follows:

• We propose a novel separation-and-fusion
paradigm for EAE. It can leverage cross-event
information and retain the merits of single-
event extraction simultaneously.

• Under the separation-and-fusion paradigm,
we propose Sep2F, a novel multiple token link-
ing model. Specifically, we design two linking
modules to acquire cross-event information
and extract arguments of a target event. Also,
we introduce a two-fold fusion module to en-
sure that the acquired cross-event information
serves the argument extraction well.

• We conduct extensive experiments on the
widely used benchmarks, including ACE05,
RAMS, WikiEvents and MLEE. Our proposed
model outperforms the state-of-the-art EAE
models by 2.0%, 1.0%, 2.8% and 2.5% in
Arg-C F1, respectively.

2 Related Work

2.1 Event Argument Extraction

Earlier EAE methods mainly fall into two classes:
classification-based methods and MRC-based
methods. The former treats entity mentions (Wang
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et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2020; Xiangyu et al., 2021)
or identified text spans (Ma et al., 2020; Ebner et al.,
2020; Xu et al., 2022b) as argument candidates and
employs randomly initialized classifiers to recog-
nize argument roles. The latter designs question
templates for argument roles and considers EAE
as a machine reading comprehension problem (Du
and Cardie, 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020;
Wei et al., 2021). Lately, prompt-based methods
have delivered impressive performance improve-
ments. Specifically, the extractive ones locate role
slots in prompts to mine prior knowledge from pre-
trained language models for EAE (Lin and Chen,
2021; Zhang et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2022; He et al.,
2023; Li et al., 2023b). As for the generative ones,
they leverage prompt templates and transformer-
based encoder-decoder frameworks to extract the
arguments within each event sequentially (Li et al.,
2021; Hsu et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; Zeng et al.,
2022; Hsu et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023).

Most of the above methods ignore the corre-
lations across different events and only a few
works (Zeng et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; He et al.,
2023; Li et al., 2023b) consider the benefits from
them. However, these methods are limited by the
quality of prompts or degraded performance in
long-range extraction. Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a novel multiple token linking model that
can capture cross-event information well and avoid
these limitations.

2.2 Multiple Token Linking

Recently, a rising interest has emerged in multiple
token linking models for information extraction,
which jointly encode text and task-specific labels
as a natural language sequence and perform token
linking operations. UniRel (Tang et al., 2022) pro-
poses entity-entity and entity-relation linking opera-
tions to extract relational triples. Wang et al. (2022)
design a multiway attention mechanism to con-
nect roles with argument candidates within a single
event for EAE. RexUIE (Liu et al., 2023a) uses
different token linking operations to identify each
event’s argument spans and role types separately
in the universal information extraction framework.
Unlike RexUIE, USM (Lou et al., 2023) employs
extra trigger-argument and trigger-role linkings to
determine which event the extracted arguments be-
long to for multiple-event extraction.

3 Proposed Model

We represent an instance as (X,T,C), where X
is the input text, T denotes the target event and C
denotes the other events surrounding T within the
text X . Specifically, T is further represented as
(e, t,Re), where e is the event type, t is the trigger
word and Re is the set of role types specific to e.
Similarly, C is represented as {(ẽi, t̃i,Rẽi)| i ≤
|C|} which provides the cross-event information.
EAE aims to extract the argument set A for the
target event T , where each argument a(r) in A is a
snippet of the text X with the role type r ∈ Re.

As illustrated in Figure 2, we introduce our
proposed model Sep2F, which consists of three
modules: Linking Construction for Multiple
Events, Linking Construction for Target Event and
Two-fold Fusion. Sep2F follows our designed
separation-and-fusion paradigm. Specifically, the
first two modules separate the acquisition of cross-
event information and the argument extraction pro-
cess of the target event. In contrast, the last module
introduces our proposed fusion for the acquired
cross-event information. Next, we describe these
modules in details.

3.1 Linking Construction for Multiple Events

In this module, we acquire cross-event informa-
tion by aggregating the roles of multiple events,
including the target event T and all surrounding
events C. To achieve the goal, we build the con-
nections between different event triggers and their
corresponding involved roles in parallel. First, we
jointly encode text and all roles pre-defined in the
given dataset. Then, we introduce the label matrix
and score matrix for multiple trigger-role linkings
within these events. Finally, we formulate the train-
ing loss in this module.

Encoding We first verbalize each argument role
as its role name, i.e., a single natural description
word. For the few roles whose names contain mul-
tiple words, we employ additional special tokens
to represent them. Note that the special token rep-
resentations are not event-specific. Then, we con-
catenate all the verbalized roles pre-defined in the
dataset as RM . After that, we jointly encode the se-
quence RM and the input text X with a pre-trained
language model (PLM) as follows:

EM = (hM
1 , · · · ,hM

N , rM1 , · · · , rM|RM |) = PLM(X ⊕RM )
(1)
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artifact attacker    vehicle victim.The man <l> detonated <r>      McDade attacker instrument place target.
trigger-aware text event-specific roles

The man detonated     killing     McDade
text all pre-defined roles

PLM PLM

Linking Score Inheriting
from PLM

Fusion Gate
Mechanism

Linking Score Inheriting
from PLM

Linking Score
Calculating

EAE Prediction Trigger-Role Connection 

CLN&Alignment

Linking Construction for Target Event

Blending
Layer

Linking Construction for Multiple Events

Two-fold Fusion

Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed model.

where hM
n (1 ≤ n ≤ N) and rMn (1 ≤ n ≤ |RM |)

are the token embeddings within X and RM , re-
spectively.

Label Matrix To learn the respective role infor-
mation for the multiple events, we design a la-
bel matrix LM ∈ B(N+|RM |)×(N+|RM |). For each
event in T or C, we assume that the start and end
token embeddings of its trigger word are hM

i and
hM
j , respectively. Further, for each role involved in

the event, we assume that the token embedding is
rMk . Then, we conduct linking operations to bridge
the trigger and the involved role. In details, we con-
struct the linking pairs (i, k +N) and (k +N, j),
and set LM [i][k +N ] and LM [k +N ][j] as True.
For those token pairs that are not linked, we mark
the corresponding values in LM as False.

Score Matrix Following Tang et al. (2022), we
inherit the multi-head self-attention results of the
transformer-based PLM as the linking scores be-
tween token pairs. Specifically, we average the
multi-head self-attention weights without Softmax-
normalization from the last layer of the PLM:

AM =
1

P

P∑

p

QpK
⊤
p√

dh
(2)

where P is the number of heads, dh is the di-
mension of queries and keys, and Qp and Kp are
the query and key matrices, respectively. AM ∈
R(N+|RM |)×(N+|RM |) represents the trigger-role
linking scores for the multiple events.

Training Loss We use the loss LTR to learn the
auxiliary task, which guides the connections be-
tween different event triggers and their correspond-
ing involved roles as follows:

LTR =− 1

(N + |RM |)2
∑

i

∑

j

(
LM

i,j log σ (AM [i][j])+

(1− LM
i,j) log (1− σ (AM [i][j]))

)

(3)

where σ denotes a sigmoid function. LM
i,j is set to

1 when LM [i][j] is True, while LM
i,j is set to 0 if

otherwise.

3.2 Linking Construction for Target Event
To extract arguments for the given target event
(e, t,Re), we jointly encode text and event-specific
roles, define the label matrix and score matrix for
multiple token linkings and present the training
loss in this module.

Encoding We verbalize and concatenate all argu-
ment roles in the role set Re as a token sequence
RS . Then, we follow Ma et al. (2022) to insert two
special tokens ⟨ℓ⟩ and ⟨r⟩ into the text X to mark
the position of the trigger t:

XS = (x1, · · · , ⟨ℓ⟩, t, ⟨r⟩, · · · , x|X|) (4)

After that, we concatenate the trigger-aware text
XS and the sequence RS and leverage another
PLM to encode them:

ES = (hS
1 , · · · ,hS

N+2, r
S
1 , · · · , rS|RS |) = PLM(XS ⊕RS)

(5)

where hS
n (1 ≤ n ≤ N + 2) and rSn (1 ≤ n ≤

|RS |) are the token embeddings within XS and
RS , respectively.

Label Matrix We define a label matrix to tag
argument spans and roles in the given target event,
denoted as LS ∈ B(N+|RS |+2)×(N+|RS |+2). For
each argument, we assume that its role embedding
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is rSk , and its start and end token embeddings are hS
i

and hS
j , respectively. We first construct the linking

pairs (i, j) and (j, i) to tag the argument span, and
set LS [i][j] and LS [j][i] as True. Meanwhile, we
tag the role information by argument-role linking
operations. In details, we employ two linking pairs
(i, k+N+2) and (k+N+2, j), and set LS [i][k+
N +2] and LS [k+N +2][j] as True. Besides, we
mark the values in LS , whose corresponding token
pairs are not linked, as False.

Score Matrix Following Equation (2), we also
employ the averaged multi-head self-attention
weights from the last layer of the PLM used in
the module as the token linking scores, denoted as
AS ∈ R(N+|RS |+2)×(N+|RS |+2).

Training Loss To leverage the acquired cross-
event information, we first employ the two-fold
fusion, which will be described in the next module
in details, to obtain the final token linking predic-
tion matrix:

P = TFF(EM ,ES ,AS) (6)

where TFF refers to the two-fold fusion. Then, we
obtain the loss LEAE as follows:

LEAE =− 1

(N + |RS |+ 2)2

∑

i

∑

j

(
LS

i,j logP [i][j]+

(1− LS
i,j) log (1− P [i][j])

)

(7)

where LS
i,j is set to 1 when LS [i][j] is True, while

LS
i,j is set to 0 if otherwise.

3.3 Two-fold Fusion
In this module, we utilize the learned text represen-
tations with aggregated cross-event role informa-
tion to enhance EAE for the target event. Specifi-
cally, we first dynamically fuse the text representa-
tions from the above two linking modules, referred
to as the first-fold fusion. Then, we use the fused
text representations to obtain another token linking
score matrix for the target event, different from AS .
These two token linking score matrices are further
fused as the final linking predictions, referred to as
the second-fold fusion.

First-fold Fusion As the encoded text embed-
dings in EM are involved with multiple events,
we first leverage conditional layer normalization
(CLN) (Su, 2019; Yu et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2022a)
to generate the contextual embeddings for the tar-
get event (trigger). For the target trigger t, we

simply feed it into a frozen PLM and employ the
first token embedding to represent it, denoted as
t. For each token embedding hM

n (1 ≤ n ≤ N) in
EM , the integrated embedding ĥM

n (1 ≤ n ≤ N)
is acquired as follows:

αt = tWα + bα (8)

βt = tWβ + bβ (9)

ĥM
n = CLN(hM

n , αt, βt) = αt ⊙
(
hM
n − µ

σ

)
+ βt (10)

where Wα ∈ Rd1×d1 , Wβ ∈ Rd1×d1 , bα ∈ Rd1

and bβ ∈ Rd1 are trainable parameters, µ and
σ are the mean and standard deviation calculated
across the elements of hM

n , respectively. Note that
d1 is the dimension of t. Then, (ĥM

1 , · · · , ĥM
N )

are inserted with the zero vector 0 to facilitate the
alignment with the text embeddings in ES :

(h̄
M
1 , · · · , h̄M

N+2) = (ĥ
M
1 , · · · , 0, ĥM

i , · · · , ĥM
j , 0, · · · , ĥM

N )
(11)

where i and j correspond to the start and end po-
sitions for the token embeddings of the trigger t
in (hS

1 , · · · ,hS
N+2). Finally, we dynamically fuse

the different text embeddings. Given two token
embeddings hS

n and h̄M
n (1 ≤ n ≤ N + 2), we

use a fusion gate mechanism to obtain the token
embedding hF

n as follows:

gn = σ
([

hS
n; h̄

M
n

]
WG

)
(12)

hF
n = gn ⊙ hS

n + (1− gn)⊙ h̄M
n (13)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication
operation and WG ∈ R2d1×d1 is a trainable matrix.
Note that d1 is the dimension of hS

n and h̄M
n .

Second-fold Fusion We concatenate the fused
text embeddings (hF

1 , · · · ,hF
N+2) and the role em-

beddings (rS1 , · · · , rS|RS |), denoted as F. Then,
we calculate another token linking score matrix
AF ∈ R(N+|RS |+2)×(N+|RS |+2) as follows:

FQ = FWQ, FK = FWK , AF = FQF
⊤
K (14)

where WQ ∈ Rd1×d2 and WK ∈ Rd1×d2 are train-
able matrices. After that, we fuse the two token
linking score matrices AS and AF using a blend-
ing layer (Wolpert, 1992):

P = σ(AS +AF − τ) (15)

where τ is a trainable parameter.
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Algorithm 1 Inference Process
Input: Predicted set C((sk, ek)), k ∈ (1, · · · , |C|).
Output: Argument set A.
1: Let cand_span = set().
2: Let start2r_dict = {}, end2r_dict = {}.
3: for (sk, ek) ∈ C do
4: if sk ≤ N + 2 and ek ≤ N + 2 then
5: cand_span.add((sk, ek))
6: else if sk ≤ N + 2 and ek > N + 2 then
7: start2r_dict[sk].append(ek −N − 2)
8: else if sk > N + 2 and ek ≤ N + 2 then
9: end2r_dict[ek].append(sk −N − 2)

10: end if
11: end for
12: for (s, e) ∈ cand_span do
13: for r ∈ (set(start2r_dict[s]) ∩ set(end2r_dict[e]))

do
14: A.add((s, e, r))
15: end for
16: for r ∈ (set(start2r_dict[e]) ∩ set(end2r_dict[s]))

do
17: A.add((e, s, r))
18: end for
19: end for

3.4 Training and Inference

Training We introduce the overall training loss
as follows:

L = αLEAE + (1− α)LTR (16)

where α (0 < α < 1) represents a weight hyperpa-
rameter.

Inference Based on the token linking prediction
matrix P, we first add each linking pair (i, j) to
the predicted linking pair set C when its prediction
value P [i][j](1 ≤ i, j ≤ N + |RS |+ 2) exceeds a
threshold hyperparameter, denoted as δ. Then, we
employ C as input to run the inference algorithm
as shown in Algorithm 1 and obtain the extracted
argument set A of the target event. For each item
(start, end, role) in A, start and end denote the
start and end positions of an argument, respectively,
and role is the index of the argument role in RS .

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets To evaluate our proposed model, we
conduct experiments on one sentence-level dataset
ACE05 (Doddington et al., 2004) and three
document-level datasets, including RAMS (Ebner
et al., 2020), WikiEvents (Li et al., 2021) and
MLEE (Pyysalo et al., 2012). Following Ma
et al. (2022), we preprocess ACE05 by using the
scripts of DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019). As
for the document-level datasets, we follow He

et al. (2023) to employ a predefined window length,
which is set to 250, to split each document into
context segments. See the dataset details in Ap-
pendix A.

Metrics We follow previous works (Ma et al.,
2022; He et al., 2023) to adopt two metrics to mea-
sure the performance. (1) Argument Identification
F1 (Arg-I): Regard an argument of an event iden-
tified correctly when its boundary agrees with any
golden arguments of the event. (2) Argument Clas-
sification F1 (Arg-C): Regard an argument of an
event classified correctly when its boundary and
role agree with any golden arguments of the event.

Implementation Details For a fair comparison
with recent works, we leverage RoBERTa-base and
RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) as the PLM in
our model. Specifically, we train the base model
on one NVIDIA RTX 3090 24G GPU and the large
model on one NVIDIA A100 40G GPU. The Adam
optimizer with a linear learning rate scheduler and
the warmup strategy with a ratio of 0.1 are adopted.
As δ serves as the inference threshold of the binary
classification prediction value P [i][j] in Equation
(7), we follow the most binary classification setting
to set δ as 0.5 for all the datasets. For the other hy-
perparameters, we attach the details in Appendix B.

Baselines We compare our Sep2F with the fol-
lowing models, all of which evaluate the EAE per-
formance on both sentence-level and document-
level datasets: EEQA (Du and Cardie, 2020),
BART-Gen (Li et al., 2021), PAIE (Ma et al., 2022),
EDGE (Li et al., 2023b), APE(Single) (Zhang
et al., 2023), TabEAE (He et al., 2023). More-
over, ChatGPT equipped with in-context learning
(ICL) (Brown et al., 2020) has presented impres-
sive performance in various NLP tasks. Still, there
needs to be a comprehensive evaluation of different
EAE datasets, especially document-level datasets.
Thus, we follow Han et al. (2023) to construct 5-
shot ICL prompts as input for each test sample
and use the OpenAI API access1 to acquire the
EAE results. Specifically, we evaluate the EAE
performance with two versions of ChatGPT: gpt-
3.5-turbo and gpt-4. See Appendix D for detailed
prompt construction.

Additionally, we notice there are a few mod-
els, including UnifiedEAE (Zhou et al., 2022) and
APE (Zhang et al., 2023), which focus on leverag-
ing multiple datasets to enhance the performance

1https://platform.openai.com/
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Model PLM ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE

Arg-I Arg-C Arg-I Arg-C Arg-I Arg-C Arg-I Arg-C

ChatGPT(5-shot ICL) GPT-3.5 35.6 30.0 25.1 19.3 13.6 11.6 15.7 11.8
ChatGPT(5-shot ICL) GPT-4 37.5 33.2 23.8 20.9 16.7 15.3 16.9 14.9

EEQA (Du and Cardie, 2020)∗ RoBERTa-l 72.1 70.4 51.9 47.5 60.4 57.2 70.3 68.7
BART-Gen (Li et al., 2021) BART-l 69.9 66.7 51.2 47.1 66.8 62.4 71.0 69.8
PAIE (Ma et al., 2022) BART-l 75.7 72.7 56.8 52.2 70.5 65.3 72.1 70.8
PAIE (Ma et al., 2022)∗ RoBERTa-l 76.1 73.0 57.1 52.3 70.9 65.5 72.5 71.4
EDGE (Li et al., 2023b) BART-b 75.3 70.6 55.2 49.7 68.2 62.8 - -
APE(Single) (Zhang et al., 2023) BART-l 75.3 72.9 56.3 51.7 70.6 65.8 - -
TabEAE (He et al., 2023) RoBERTa-l 77.2 75.0 57.3 52.7 71.4 66.5 75.1 74.2

Sep2F (Ours) RoBERTa-b 76.2 73.5 56.6 52.1 73.3 68.2 76.8 75.6
Sep2F (Ours) RoBERTa-l 78.8 77.0 58.7 53.7 74.0 69.3 77.5 76.7

Table 1: Experimental results based on four datasets. The best score is in bold and the second best score is underlined.
∗ indicates the results from He et al. (2023). b and l in the column PLM represent the base and large models,
respectively. Note that we report the averaged results of our Sep2F with three different fixed random seeds.

for a target dataset and benefit from the extra re-
sources. Thus, we exclude them from our main
results but leave the comparison in Appendix E.

4.2 Results and Analysis
Main Results As shown in Table 1, we first
summarize that our large model achieves new
state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance on all the
datasets. Specifically, compared with the lat-
est SOTA model TabEAE, our large model ob-
tains 1.6%/2.0%, 1.4%/1.0%, 2.6%/2.8% and
2.4%/2.5% absolute improvements in Arg-I/Arg-
C F1 on ACE05, RAMS, WikiEvents and MLEE,
respectively. Moreover, our base model averagely
exceeds EDGE, which only leverages base PLMs,
by 2.5%/3.6% in Arg-I/Arg-C F1 on the three used
datasets. Also, using the smaller PLM, our base
model outperforms all the baselines powered by
large PLMs on WikiEvents and MLEE and obtains
competitive performance on ACE05 and RAMS.
The results indicate our proposed Sep2F exhibits
outstanding performance in handling EAE of dif-
ferent levels.

In addition, we find that both versions of Chat-
GPT significantly fall behind existing supervised
EAE models. The performance gap is usually ex-
tended when dealing with the more challenging
document-level EAE task. Therefore, how to push
LLMs such as ChatGPT to achieve comparable
performance for EAE remains to be explored.

Comparison with Different Token Linking Mod-
els As mentioned in Introduction, there are
mainly two existing categories of methods per-
forming multiple token linking operations for EAE:
single-event extraction and multiple-event extrac-

Model ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE
[1.35] [1.25] [1.78] [3.32]

SingleE 75.4 53.0 66.5 74.4
MultiE 69.9 49.3 47.9 57.2
MultiE-L 68.1 40.5 26.5 8.4
Sep2F 77.0 53.7 69.3 76.7

Table 2: Performance comparison in Arg-C F1 (%)
between different multiple token linking models. We
present the average number of events per instance for
each dataset in [·]. The performance is reported based
on RoBERTa-large.

tion. However, these methods solve EAE as a sub-
part of end-to-end universal information extraction
or event extraction tasks. Thus, their experimental
settings and training datasets differ from handling
EAE alone. For a fair comparison, we follow the
details of these token linking methods to design the
following variants: (1) SingleE trains the Linking
Construction for Target Event module without the
two-fold fusion to extract arguments of each sin-
gle event. It corresponds to single-event extraction.
(2) MultiE extracts arguments of multiple events
simultaneously, which corresponds to multiple-
event extraction. Specifically, we formulate such
EAE as a multiple <trigger-role-argument> triple
extraction2 and refer to the implementation3 of
UniRel (Tang et al., 2022), which conducts their
relational triple extraction with multi-token enti-
ties. Note that the roles concatenated with input
text are only specific to the involved events. (3)
MultiE-L concatenates all pre-defined roles of the

2As golden triggers are provided in EAE, we correct the
span prediction errors of triggers during the inference process.

3https://github.com/wtangdev/UniRel
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Model PLM
ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE

|C| = 0 |C| > 0 |C| = 0 |C| > 0 |C| = 0 |C| > 0 |C| = 0 |C| > 0
[185] [218] [587] [284] [114] [251] [175] [2025]

SingleE RoBERTa-l 74.8 76.0 52.9 53.3 68.4 65.5 83.1 73.8
MultiE RoBERTa-l 70.8 69.1 50.0 47.5 45.5 49.1 53.7 57.5
PAIE RoBERTa-l 71.0 73.9 52.7 52.1 65.3 65.4 78.9 70.1
TabEAE RoBERTa-l 73.4 76.1 52.9 52.5 67.3 66.2 81.1 73.6

Sep2F (Ours) RoBERTa-b 72.8 74.0 52.1 52.0 66.8 69.0 85.5 74.9
Sep2F (Ours) RoBERTa-l 75.4 78.3 53.2 54.6 68.8 69.5 84.3 76.1

Table 3: Arg-C F1 (%) comparison on test instances with different numbers of surrounding events. |C| refers to the
number of surrounding events for the target extracted event. The value in [·] denotes the corresponding number of
test instances.

Model ACE05 RAMS WIKI MLEE

Sep2F 77.0 53.7 69.3 76.7

- First-fold Fusion 74.8 51.2 66.3 75.6
- Second-fold Fusion 72.5 50.2 67.8 74.2

Table 4: Ablation results of the two-fold fusion. We
report the performance in Arg-C F1 (%) and abbreviate
WikiEvents as WIKI.

dataset with input text. As for the other settings, it
follows MultiE.

From the results in Table 2, we conclude that our
model surpasses all variants on the four datasets.
Compared with our Sep2F, the performance of Sin-
gleE, which does not leverage cross-event informa-
tion, drops by 1.6%, 0.7%, 2.8% and 2.3% in Arg-
C F1 on ACE05, RAMS, WikiEvents and MLEE,
respectively. Further, we see that MultiE fails to
acquire competitive performance for EAE. Espe-
cially on WikiEvents and MLEE, the performance
gap between MultiE and our model is rather sig-
nificant. The main reason is that the average num-
ber of events per instance on these two datasets is
larger than the others. As a result, MultiE struggles
to handle more token linking predictions for each
instance. Besides, we observe that MultiE-L gen-
erally lags behind MultiE. As expected, the more
concatenated roles make the correct role choices
more challenging when performing linking predic-
tions between text and roles. Hence, a longer role
concatenation will impair the performance of mul-
tiple token linking models.

Detailed Results on Single/Multiple Events
Following He et al. (2023), we divide the test in-
stances of each dataset into two groups accord-
ing to the number of events (i.e., |C|) surround-
ing the target extracted event. When |C| = 0,
only the target extracted event is in the instance.

Martin, was the youngest person killed in the bombing, said Tsarnaev could
have backed out of the plot and reported his brother to authorities. Instead,
Richard said, "he chose hate. He chose destruction. He chose death. "

Event Type: Attack          Trigger: booming
Golden Attacker: Tsarnaev            SingleE: N/A             Sep2F: Tsarnaev 
Golden Target: person                 SingleE: N/A             Sep2F: person          

Event Type: Die               Trigger: death
Golden Killer: He                                                           
Golden Victim: N/A                                                       Sep2F: N/A          

Sep2F: Tsarnaev 

SingleE: N/A
SingleE: He

SingleE: N/A
SingleE: N/A

Sep2F: He

Victim Target
Killer

Attacker

Destroyer Killer

Figure 3: A case study from WikiEvents. The triggers
of different events are in different colors. Note that the
involved models are based on RoBERTa-large.

On the other hand, if |C| > 0, there are multi-
ple events. Then, we investigate the detailed re-
sults based on the groupings. As illustrated in Ta-
ble 3, we can observe that: (1) On both groups,
the Arg-C F1 of our large model exceeds the pre-
vious SOTA model TabEAE. We attribute this im-
provement to our separation-and-fusion paradigm,
which preserves both advantages of single-event
extraction and multiple-event extraction. (2) Our
base model demonstrates impressive performance
results for the instances containing multiple events
on WikiEvents and MLEE, even outperforming
the two most competitive models utilizing large-
version PLMs, SingleE and TabEAE. It verifies our
model is good at handling instances with multi-
ple events. (3) SingleE exhibits a comprehensive
performance improvement compared with PAIE,
despite both disregarding cross-event information.
These results validate the capability of handling
EAE using token linking models.

Ablation Study of Two-fold Fusion To analyze
the benefit of our proposed two-fold fusion, we
conduct an ablation study based on RoBERTa-
large. Table 4 illustrates that removing the First or
Second-fold Fusion leads to a performance drop.
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This suggests that both fusions contribute quite
significantly to our model.

Case Study Here, we conduct qualitative analy-
sis with a specific instance from WikiEvents. Fig-
ure 3 shows the EAE results from our Sep2F and
SingleE. We can see that SingleE misses the two ar-
guments in the “Attack” event triggered by “boom-
ing”, but our Sep2F gives the correct predictions.
We infer that our model can leverage the role infor-
mation from the event triggered by “killed”. Simi-
larly, as the cross-event role “Destroyer” provides
a vital clue, our model avoids the disturbance of
the trigger “death” and recognizes the role of “He”
as “Killer” rather than “Victim”, but SingleE fails.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Sep2F, a novel multi-
ple token linking model for EAE. Specifically, we
employ two linking modules to separate the acqui-
sition of cross-event information and the argument
extraction of a target event. In addition, we pro-
pose a novel two-fold fusion module to guarantee
that the acquired cross-event information enhances
the argument extraction effectively. Therefore, the
proposed model can leverage cross-event clues and
retain the merits of single-event extraction. Exten-
sive experiments on four widely used benchmarks
show our model achieves new state-of-the-art per-
formance.

Limitations

The limitations of our work are summarized as
follows:

• We mainly focus on the EAE task in this pa-
per. As multiple token linking models adapt
to different information extraction tasks, such
as event detection and relation extraction, we
will extend our work and consider different
designs for cross-event/cross-relation informa-
tion acquisition in these tasks.

• How to leverage external resources in our pro-
posed Sep2F remains an open question. The
external resources can be other EAE datasets
or commonsense knowledge and help enhance
the EAE performance.

Ethics Considerations

Our work adheres to the guidelines outlined in the
ACL Code of Ethics. As event argument extraction

is a widely accepted and long-standing research
task in NLP, we do not see any significant ethical
concerns. As for the scientific artifacts used in
our experiments, we confirm to comply with the
corresponding intended use and licenses.
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Hyperparameter Searching Interval ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE

Batch Size - 16 8 8 8
Training Epoch - 100 30 100 100
Learning Rate [3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5] 3e-5 5e-5 4e-5 4e-5

Training Weight α [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9] 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.6
Projection Dimension d2 [32, 64] 32 64 64 64

Batch Size - 16 8 8 8
Training Epoch - 100 50 100 100
Learning Rate [1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5] 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5 1e-5

Training Weight α [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9] 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.8
Projection Dimension d2 [32, 64] 32 64 64 64

Table 5: Hyperparameter settings. The upper table shows the setting details of our base model, while the bottom
table corresponds to our large model.

versions. It consists of annotated newspapers,
newswire data and broadcast news through the ef-
forts of the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE)
program. We use its English event annotation as
our evaluation for the sentence-level EAE. As for
the data preprocessing, we utilize the scripts of
EEQA (Du and Cardie, 2020), which follows the
settings of DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019).

RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020) is a document-level
EAE dataset derived from news articles. Unlike the
original annotations, which treat multiple events
in the same context as different instances, we fol-
low the preprocessing procedure of TabEAE (He
et al., 2023) to aggregate the annotations of mul-
tiple events appearing within the same context for
each instance. The aggregation setting does not
bring additional resources or knowledge. Further-
more, we continue to extract one target event from
each instance individually, and the number of in-
stances in RAMS remains unchanged.

WikiEvents (Li et al., 2021) is a document-level
EAE dataset sourced from English Wikipedia. We
follow the preprocessing procedure of PAIE (Ma
et al., 2022) to employ a pre-defined window cen-
tering on each trigger word to avoid exceeding the
length constraint of PLMs. It differs from the win-
dow setting of TabEAE and facilitates the better
utilization of multiple events when keeping the
same length of the window.

MLEE (Pyysalo et al., 2012) is a document-
level event extraction dataset annotated from the
abstracts of English publications in the biomedical
field. We follow the preprocessing procedure of
TabEAE, which refers to the work (Trieu et al.,
2020). Besides, as no development set in MLEE,
we follow TabEAE to use the training set to tune
our hyperparameters.

Dataset ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE

#Events
Train 4,202 7,329 3,241 4,442
Dev 450 924 345 -
Test 403 871 365 2,200

#Args
Train 4,859 17,026 4,552 5,786
Dev 605 2,188 428 -
Test 576 2,023 566 2,764

#Event Types 33 139 50 23
#Role Types 22 65 59 8
#Avg Args 1.19 2.33 1.40 1.29

Table 6: Detailed statistics of datasets. Avg Args denotes
the average number of arguments per event.

Statistics Table 6 lists the detailed statistics of
the above four datasets.

B Implementation Details

Following TabEAE, we set the pre-defined win-
dow length as 250 on all four datasets. For the
training epoch, as our source code refers to the
implementation of UniRel (Tang et al., 2022), we
keep its training epoch settings except for RAMS.
A smaller training epoch is chosen because RAMS
contains more training instances than the other
three datasets. In particular, we search the training
epoch within the interval [30, 50] for RAMS. For
the batch size, we set a maximum value (a power of
2) that a single GPU can run on the three document-
level datasets. For the sentence-level ACE05, we
search the batch size within the interval [8, 16].
Note that we first tune the learning rate and the
training weight α by a grid search based on the
development set of each dataset. After that, we
keep these two hyperparameter settings and tune
the other hyperparameters. The tuned intervals and
chosen hyperparameters are presented in Table 5.
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α ACE05 RAMS WikiEvents MLEE

0.5 76.1 53.7 68.6 76.6
0.6 76.8 53.0 68.7 76.4
0.7 76.7 53.1 69.3 76.6
0.8 77.0 52.7 69.3 76.7
0.9 76.4 52.8 67.9 76.4

Table 7: Arg-C F1 (%) results with different training
weight hyperparameters. The performance is reported
based on RoBERTa-large.

WIKI RAMS ACE05
68.2 52.1 73.5
66 51.6 72.9
64 49.9 71.9
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Figure 4: Performance comparison with the models
trained on multiple datasets. The upper figure illustrates
the comparison using base-version PLMs, while the bot-
tom figure shows the results with large-version PLMs.

C Analysis on Weight Hyperparameters

For the weight hyperparameter α, we maintain the
chosen learning rate of each dataset and analyze the
performance in Arg-C F1 (%) when tuning it within
the interval [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9]. As shown in
Table 7, we observe that our Sep2F exhibits rela-
tively stable performance across different values
of α. This proves the robustness of Sep2F well.
Additionally, when we set α to 1, it implies that we
are unable to utilize the cross-event role labels by
tuning the trigger-role loss LTR in Equation (3). As
a result, the absence of cross-event role information
degrades the performance of our model in Arg-C F1
by 1.2%, 1.8%, 2.3% and 1.9% on ACE05, RAMS,
WikiEvents and MLEE, respectively.

D Prompt Construction for ChatGPT

To evaluate the EAE performance of ChatGPT,
we follow Han et al. (2023) to construct 5-shot
in-context learning (ICL) (Brown et al., 2020)
prompts. Each constructed prompt consists of three
components: Instruction, Demonstration and Tar-
get. The details of them are listed as follows:

Instruction describes EAE and specifies the out-
put format. We use the task instruction and output
format description provided by Han et al. (2023).

Based on the given text and an event it involved, first find out all arguments of this event
from the given text, then assign a role to each argument from the given candidate roles.
The argument is an entity that appears in the given text and participates in this event. Since
the arguments in the given text may come from multiple events, please identify only the
arguments of the given event. Answer in the format ["argument", "role"] without any
explanation. If no argument is involved, then just answer "[]".

Instruction

Given text:
Belgium Police Release New Video of Brussels Bombing Suspect PARIS—Belgian police
have released new video of a wanted Brussels airport bombing suspect even as the lawyer
for a Paris attacks suspect says his extradition may take a few more weeks. Released
Thursday in French and Flemish, the police video shows the minutes following the March
22 Zaventem Airport bombings and the apparent getaway of the third surviving suspect--
often identified in the media as "the man with the hat". Local media previously released
security camera video of the man at Zaventem Airport shortly before the bombings,
wearing a hat and a light jacket and walking alongside suicide bombers Ibrahim el-
Bakraoui and Najim Laachraoui. All three men are seen pushing carts with bags on them.
With running commentary in French and Flemish, the police footage shows the third man
leaving the airport after the bombs went off at 7:58 a.m. First he is walking, then he breaks
into a jog. His face is not seen clearly in the new images. 
Event trigger:
"bombings" in "the bombings ,"
Event type:
"Conflict.Attack.DetonateExplode"
Candidate roles:
["Attacker", "ExplosiveDevice", "Instrument", "Place", "Target"]
Answer:
[["Zaventem Airport", "Place"]]
Given text:

Demonstration

Given text:
Two senior officials in the interior ministry said the exact casualty figures were not being
disclosed to prevent unrest within the armed forces. "I have been told not to make the death
toll figures public. It is frustrating to hide the facts," said a senior interior ministry official
in Kabul. A senior NDS official in Kabul said at least 50 people were killed or wounded in
the complex attack. Abdurrahman Mangal, spokesman for the provincial governor in
Maidan Wardak said 12 people were killed and 12 were injured when the car bomb
exploded near the Afghan special forces unit. President Ashraf Ghani's office in a statement
said the "enemies of the country" had carried out an attack against NDS personnel in
Maidan Shahr. "They killed and wounded a number of our beloved and honest sons."
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan condemned the attack on Monday evening and
extended his condolences to Ghani. Meanwhile, the Taliban said it met with U.S. officials
in Qatar on Monday, in the latest round of talks between the insurgents and Washington
aimed at bringing an end to the 17-year war. The U.S. has not officially commented on the
reported meeting, which follows the last confirmed talks between the two parties in the
UAE in December.
Event trigger:
"killed" in "They killed and"
Event type:
"Life.Die.Unspecified"
Candidate roles:
["Killer", "Place", "Victim"]
Answer:

Target

[["They", "Killer"],  ["beloved and honest sons", "Victim"]]Output

Figure 5: A prompt example from WikiEvents.

Demonstration contains five randomly sampled
training instances. Each sampled training instance
includes input text, event trigger information, event
type information, event-specific candidate roles and
golden argument extraction results. Note that we
also provide a short context centering on the trigger
in the trigger information. It helps ChatGPT locate
the trigger from the possible repeated words.

Target refers to the test instance. We provide
its input text, event trigger, event type and event-
specific candidate roles.

Then, we concatenate and feed the above three
parts into ChatGPT to acquire the EAE results for
each test instance. Specifically, ChatGPT is ex-
pected to output an argument list and each argu-
ment consists of its text span and role type. A
prompt example is shown in Figure 5.

E Comparison with Resource-enhanced
Models

We compare our model with UnifiedEAE (Zhou
et al., 2022) and APE (Zhang et al., 2023), which
focus on exploring cross-dataset knowledge. In
particular, APE pays extra manual efforts to de-
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sign overlap knowledge prompts. From the results
in Figure 4, we observe that our Sep2F outper-
forms UnifiedEAE and APE on all three datasets
when using base-version PLMs. Furthermore, our
Sep2F performs better than APE on ACE05 and
WikiEvents and obtains fairly competitive perfor-
mance on RAMS when using large-version PLMs.
Thus, we summarize that our model achieves the
best performance on almost all datasets utilizing
different versions of PLMs, though the compared
models benefit from additional training resources
and manual efforts. The promising results further
prove the superiority of our model.
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